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Abstract— This paper proposes a highly automated mechanism to 
build an undo facility into a new or existing system easily. Our 
proposal is based on the observation that for a large set of 
operators it is not necessary to store in-memory object states or 
executed system commands to undo an action; the storage of 
input data is instead enough. This strategy simplifies greatly the 
design of the undo process and encapsulates most of the 
functionalities required in a framework structure similar to the 
many object-oriented programming frameworks.  
Keywords- Undo Framework; Software as a Services; and 
Usability component. 
I. INTRODUCTION
It is hard to build usability into a system. One of the main 
reasons is that this is usually done at an advanced stage of 
system development [1], when there is little time left and the 
key designed decisions have already been taken. Usability 
patterns were conceived with the aim of making usable 
software development simpler and more predictable [2]. 
Usability patterns can be defined as mechanisms that could be 
used during system design to provide the software with a 
specific usability feature [1]. Some usability patterns defined in 
the literature are: Feedback, Undo/Cancel, Form/Field 
Validation, Wizard, User profile and Help [3]. The main 
stumbling block for applying these patterns is that there are no 
frameworks or even architectural or designed patterns 
associated with the usability patterns. This means that the 
pattern has to be implemented ad hoc in each system. 
Ultimately, this implies that (1) either the cost of system 
development will increase as a result of the heavier workload 
caused by the design and implementation of the usability 
features or, more likely; (2) many of these usability features 
(Undo, Wizard, etc.) will be left out in an attempt to reduce the 
development effort. 
The goal of this paper is to develop a framework for one of 
the above usability patterns, namely, the undo pattern. The 
undo pattern provides the functionality necessary to undo 
actions taken by system users. Undo is a common usability 
features in the literature [4]. This is more than enough 
justification for dealing with this pattern first. There are other, 
more technical grounds to support the decision to tackle undo 
in first place. One of the most important is undoubtedly that 
undo shares much of its infrastructure (design, code) with other 
patterns. Redo and cancel are obvious cases, but it also applies 
to apparently unrelated patterns, like feedback and wizard. 
Several authors have proposed alternatives of undo pattern, 
these alternatives focus on particular applications, notably 
document editors [5][6] although the underlying concepts are 
easily exportable to other domains. However, these proposals 
are defined at high level, without an implementation (or design) 
reusable in different types of systems. These proposals 
therefore do not solve the problem of introduction of usability 
features in software 
In this paper, we present a new approach for the 
implementation of Undo pattern. Our proposal solves a subset 
of cases (stateless operations) in a highly efficiently manner.  
The importance of having an automated solution of those is that 
they are the most frequents operations occur in information 
systems.  
We have implemented the framework using Software as a 
Service (SaaS). For this class of development we have 
developed a framework similar to other such as Spring [7] or 
Hibernante [8] that allows to build the undo easy into a system 
(that we term “host application”). Furthermore, in host 
application, it’s only need to include a few modifications in 
code, and this creates a lower propensity to introduce bugs in 
the code and allows inclusion of it in a more simple developed 
system. 
This article is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the 
state of the art regarding the implementation of undo. Section 3 
presents the undo infrastructure, whereas Section 4 describes 
undo infrastructure. Section 5 shows a proof of concept of the 
proposed framework. Finally, Section 6 briefly discusses and 
presents the main contributions of our work. 
II. BACKGROUND
Undo is a very widespread feature, and is prominent across 
the whole range of graphical or textual editors, like, for 
example, word processors, spreadsheets, graphics editors, etc. 
Not unnaturally a lot of the undo-related work to date has 
focused on one or other of the above applications. For example, 
[6] and Baker and Storisteanu [9] have patented two methods 
for implementing undo in document editors within single-user 
environments. 
There are specific solutions for group text editors that 
support undo functionality such as in Sun [10] y Chen and Sun 
[11] and Yang [12]. The most likely reason for the boom of 
work on undo in the context of document editors is its relative 
simplicity. Conceptually speaking, an editor is a container 
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accommodating objects with certain properties (shape, position, 
etc.). Consequently, undo is relatively easy to implement, as 
basically it involves storing the state of the container in time 
units i, i+1, …, i + n. Then when the undo command is 
received, the container runs in reverse i + n, i + n-1, i. 
A derivation of the proposed solutions for text editors is an 
alternative implementation of undo for email systems like 
Brown and David [13], these solutions are only for text editors 
and email systems and applications that are built considering 
undo functionality from the design. 
The problems of undo in multi-user environments have also 
attracted significant attention. Both Qin [15] and Abrams and 
Oppenheim [14] have proposed mechanisms for using undo in 
distributed environments, and Abowd and Dix [4] proposed a 
formal framework for this field. 
 In distributed environments, the solution has to deal with 
the complexity of updates to shared data (basically, a history 
file of changes) [15]. 
Several papers have provided insight on the internal aspects 
of undo, such [16], who attempted to describe the undo process 
features. Likewise, Berlage [17] proposed the construction of 
an undo method in command-based graphical environments, 
Burke [18] created an undo infrastructure, and Korenshtein 
[19] defined a selective undo.  
There has been work  done on multi-level models for Undo 
where each action for  a system is defined as a discreet group 
of commands performed, where each command represents a 
requested action by the user, this is a really valid 
approximation because defined as a discreet group of 
commands, the system could be reverted to any previous stage, 
only performing the actions the other way round; here a 
difference can be found between the theory and the practice, 
regarding the  first one it is true that is possible to go back to 
any previous stage of the system if there is the necessary  
infrastructure for the Undo, but actually the combination of 
certain procedures performed by the user or a group of them 
could be impossible to be solved related to expected response 
time. For this reason the implementation of the Undo process 
must complete these possible alternatives with regards to the 
command combinations performed by the user or users. 
Another important aspect which has been worked out is the 
method of representation of the actions performed by the users 
in Washizaki and Fukazawa [20], a dynamic structure of 
commands is presented and it represents the history of 
commands implemented. 
The Undo model representation through graphs has been 
widely developed in Berlage [17] present a distinction between 
the linear and nonlinear undo, the nonlinear approach is 
represented by a tree graph, where you can open different 
branches according to user actions. Edwards [21] also 
presented a graph structure where unlike Berlage [17] these 
branches can be back together as the actions taken. Dix [22] 
showed a cube-shaped graph to represent history of actions 
taken. Edwards [23] actions are represented in parallel. It has 
also used the concept of Milestoning and Rollback [24] to 
manage the log where actions temporarily stored. Milestoning 
is a logical process which makes a particular state of the 
artifacts stored in the log; and rollback is process of returning 
back the log to one of the points of Milestoning. All these 
alternative representation of the commands executed by users 
are valid, but this implementation is not a simple task, because 
create a new branch and join two existing branches is not a 
trivial action, because you must know all possible ways that 
users can take; by this it may be more advisable to generate a 
linear structure, that can be shared by several users, ordered by 
time, this structure can be a queue, which is easy to deploy and 
manage. 
Historically frameworks that have been used to represent 
the Undo only have used the pattern Command Processor [25], 
Fayard, Shumidt [26] and Meshorer [27]. This serves to keep a 
list of commands executed by the user, but it is not enough to 
create a framework that is easy to add to existing systems, As 
detailed below using service model allows greater flexibility 
for the undo process integration in an application, this approach 
allow a greater degree of complexity in the process of allowing 
Undo handle different configurations. 
Undo processes has been associated to exception 
mechanisms to reverse the function failed [28] these are only 
invoked before the request fails and the user, these are 
associated with a particular set of applications. 
Patents, like the method for building an undo and redo 
process into a system, have been registered [29]. Interestingly, 
this paper presents the opposite of an undo process, namely 
redo, which does again what the undo previously reverted. 
Other authors address the complexities of undo/redo as well. 
Thus, for example, Nakajima and Wash [30] define a 
mechanism for managing a multi-level undo/redo system, Li 
[31] describes an undo and redo algorithm and Martinez and 
Rhan [32] present a method for graphically administering undo 
and redo, based primarily on the undo method graphical 
interface.   
The biggest problem with the above works is that, again, 
they are hard to adopt in software development processes 
outside the document editor domain. The only noteworthy 
exception to this is a design-level mechanism called Memento 
[33]. This pattern restores an object to a previous state and 
provides an implementation-independent mechanism that can 
be easily integrated into a system. The downside is that this 
pattern is not easy to build into an existing system. 
Additionally, Memento only restores an object to a previous 
state; it does not consider any of the other options that an undo 
pattern should include. 
The solutions presented are optimized for particular cases 
and are difficult to apply to other domains; on the other hand, it 
is necessary to include a lot of code associated with Undo in 
host application. 
III. THEORETICAL JUSTIFICATION OF UNDO FRAMEWORK
Before describing proposed Undo Framework, and its 
implementation as SaaS, theoretical foundations that 
demonstrate the correctness of our approach. This will be done 
in two steps; first we will describe how to undo operations that 
do not depend on its  state, the procedure to undo these 
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operations consist in reinjection input data at time t-1, second 
we prove that reinjection input always produces correct results. 
A. Initial Description 
The most commonly used option for developing an undo 
process is to save the states of objects that are liable to undergo 
an undo process before they are put through any operation; this 
is the command that changes the value of any of their 
attributes. This method has an evident advantage; the system 
can revert without having to enact a special-purpose process; it 
is only necessary to remove and replace the current in-memory 
objects with objects saved previously. 
This approach is a simple mechanism for implementing the 
undo process, although it has some weaknesses. On one hand, 
saving all the objects generates quite a heavy system workload. 
On the other hand, developer’s need to create explicitly 
commands for all operations systems. Finally, the system 
interfaces (mainly the user interface) have to be synchronized 
with the application objects to enact an undo process. This is by 
no means easy to do in monolithic systems, but, in modern 
distributed computer systems, where applications are composed 
of multiple components all running in parallel (for example, 
J2EE technology-based EJB), the complications increase 
exponentially. 
There is a second option for implementing an undo process. 
This is to store the operations performed by the system instead 
of the changes made to the objects by these operations. In this 
case, the undo would execute the inverse operations in reverse 
order. However, this strategy is seldom used for two reasons. 
On one hand, except for a few exceptions like the above word 
processing or spreadsheet software, applications are seldom 
designed as a set of operations. On the other hand, some 
operations do not have a well-defined inverse (imagine 
calculating the square of a table cell; the inverse square could 
be both a positive and a negative number). 
The approach that we propose is based on this last strategy, 
albeit with a simplified complexity. The key is that, in any 
software system whatsoever, the only commands processed 
that are relevant to the undo process are the ones that update 
the model data (for example, a data entry in a field of a form 
that updates an object attribute, the entry of a backspace 
character that deletes a letter of a document object, etc.). In 
most cases, such updates are idempotent, that is, the effects of 
the entry do not depend on the state history. This applies to the 
form in the above example (but not, for example, to the word 
processor). When the updates are idempotent, neither states of 
the objects in the model nor the executed operations has to be 
stored, and the list of system inputs is only required. In other 
words, executing an undo at time t is equivalent to entering via 
the respective interface (usually the user interface) the data 
item entered in the system at time t-2. Figure 1 shows an 
example of this approach. At time t, the user realizes that he 
has made a mistake updating the name field in the form, which 
should contain the value John not Sam. As a result, he wants to 
revert to the value of the field that the form had at time t-1. To 
do this, it is necessary (and enough) to re-enter the value 
previously entered at time t-2 in the name field. 
Figure 1. Undo sequence. 
Unless the updates are idempotent, this strategy is not valid 
(as in the case of the word processor, for example), and the 
original strategy has to be used (that is, store the command and 
apply its inverse to execute the undo). However, the 
overwhelming majority of cases executed by a system are 
idempotent, whereas the others are more of an exception.  
Consequently, the approach that we propose has several 
benefits: (1) the actual data inputs can be processed fully 
automatically and transparently of the host application; (2) it 
avoids having to deal with the complexity of in-memory 
objects; (3) the required knowledge of system logic is confined 
to commands, and (4), finally, through this approach, it is 
possible to design an undo framework that is independent of 
the application and, therefore, highly reusable. 
B. Formal Description 
The following definitions and propositions are used to 
proof (in an algebraic way) that UNDO process (UNDO 
transformation) may be built under certain process 
(transformation) domain constrains. 
Definition 1.  Let Ε = {εji / εj is a data structure} be the set of 
all data structures. 
Definition 2.  Let εji be the instance i of data structure εj
belonging to Ε. 
Definition 3.  Let εjC = { εji /  εji is an instance i of the 
structure εj} be the set of all the possible 
instances of data structure εj. 
Definition 4.  Let οτεj  be a transformation which verifies οτεj 
: εjC  ? εjC and  οτεj (εji) = εji+1.  
Definition 5.  Let εjCr be a constrain of εjC defined as εjCr 
={ εji /  εji is an instance i of the data structure 
εj which verifies οτεj (εji-1) = εji} 
Proposition 1. If οτεj  : εjC  ? εjCr then οτεj is bijective.  
Proof: οτεj es injective by definition 4, οτεj  is 
surjective by definition 5, then οτεj is bijective 
for being  injective and surjective. QED. 
Proposition 2. If  οτεj : εjC  ? εjCr then has inverse.  
Proof: Let οτεj  be bijective by proposition 1, 
then by usual algebraic properties οτεj has 
inverse. QED. 
Definition 6.  Let οτ be the set of al transformations οτεj. 
Definition 7.  Let  Φ be the operation of composition defined 
as usual composition of algebraic 
transformations. 
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Definition 8.  Let Σ be the service defined by structure < 
ΕΣ , οτΣ , Φ > where ΕΣ ??Ε  and οτΣ???οτ. 
Definition 9. Let  Χ = οτεj1 Φ οτεj2 Φ ... Φ οτεjn  be a 
composition of transformations which verifies 
οτ
εji  : εjC  ? εjCr  for all i:1...n. By algebraic 
construction Χ : εjC  ? εjCr. 
Proposition 3. The composition of transformations X has 
inverse and is bijective.  
Proof: Let be Χ = οτεj1 Φ οτεj2 Φ ... Φ οτεjn. For 
all i:1...n verifies οτεji  has inverse by 
proposition 2. Let [οτεji]-1 be the inverse 
transformation of οτεji, by usual algebraic 
properties [οτεji]-1 is bijective. Then it is 
possible to compose a transformation X-1 = 
[οτεjn]-1 Φ [οτεjn-1]-1 Φ ... Φ [οτεj1]-1. The 
transformation X-1 is bijective by being 
composition of bijective transformations. Then 
transformation X-1 : εjCr ?εjC exists and is the 
inverse of X. QED. 
Definition 10. Let UNDO be the X-1 transformation of X. 
IV. STRUCTURE OF UNDO FRAMEWORK
In this section, we will describe our proposal for designing 
the undo pattern using SaaS to implement the replay of data. 
A. Undo Service Architecture 
Figure 2 represents the service Undo infrastructure, a high-
level abstraction of the architecture. Undo service has 3 
modules, (a) Undo Business Layer, (b) Undo Application 
Layer (c) Undo Technology Layer. 
Undo Business Layer is responsible for creating, 
maintaining and deleting applications that will access the undo 
service. An application that could access to service must 
execute following steps: (a) creating application unique 
identifier, this should be attached to each message that is sent 
to the service, (b) creation of user profile identifier, this must 
be attached to each message that is sent to the service, once 
defined two identifiers, host application may immediately use 
undo service  
All these added to the header data set that can be invoked 
by the user for later retrieval, enable the service to handle 
different applications at the same time, within an application 
users can manage their own recovery without interfering lists, 
plus each user can manage their own separate lists per 
interface; the service giving maximum flexibility for every 
application. 
Figure 2. Undo infrastructure 
B. Operation of Undo Framework 
Fig. 3 details process of send and get data to service, first 
we described undo receives data service from external system, 
at this point is where you start the process that ended with the 
injection of data re be invoked by the external system. In the 
External Layer, the user application generates an event that 
triggers an action likely to be overturned, this creates an Undo 
Service invocation, this is received by the service interface that 
is plotted on the Undo Abstract Layer, this action fires a set of 
processes: 
(i) Check current user session, this start with Validate Session 
and Profile, this process communicates with the Undo 
Application Layer, with function that processes Validate 
Undo Service Session and Profile. This service is based on 
two components responsible for validation and 
maintenance of active user sessions and profile´s user, 
Session component is responsible for validating whether 
the session with which you access the service is active, 
component Profile is responsible for validating invocation 
of the temporary storage. Both components communicate 
with lower-level layer called Layer Undo Technology, this 
is basic infrastructure for Undo service, which consists of a 
processing unit and data storage. 
(ii) After that, the validation process begins to check if host 
application has access to temporary storage, this process 
communicates with Validate Undo Data process, and it is 
responsible for validating the data to be stored, first 
validates that host application is active, if so, host 
application obtains credentials to use. If the process is 
successful the user is returned a successful update code, if 
an error occurs, it returns an error code also 
asynchronously, and with external system code decides if 
it generates exception or continues with the normal flow. 
Figure 3. Undo receives data service
At last we described process which undo data service return 
stored temporarily to external system, this is where it describes 
the beginning of re injection data by the external system for the 
service provided. In the same way explained above, Layer 
External triggers an event that generates a request for data 
stored, this process is divided into two stages: 
(i)  Charge of the validation of the application, which has the 
same activities as described in the process of Undo Send 
Data, 
(ii)  Retrieve all values that have been stored for the tuple, 
application and interface. Return of this process to 
External Layer is the list sorted in reverse with all values 
stored, service provide option to request only the last value 
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stored. If event failure, external application receives an 
asynchronously error code. 
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have proposed the design of an undo 
framework to build the undo functionality into any software 
application whatsoever. The most salient feature of this 
framework is the type of information it stores to be able to 
undo the user operations: input data instead of in-memory 
object states or commands executed by the system. This lessens 
the impact of building the framework into the target application 
a great deal.  
Building an Undo Service has some significant advantages 
with respect to Undo models presented, first of all the 
simplicity of inclusion in a host application under construction 
or existing, you can see in the proof of concept. Second the 
independence of service in relation to the host application 
allows the same architectural model to provide answers to 
different applications in different domains. Construction of a 
service allows to Undo be a complex application, with 
possibility of include analysis for process improvement, as 
described in the next paragraph it is possible to detect patterns 
of invocation of Undo in different applications.  
Further work is going to bring: (a) creation of a pre-
compiler, (8) automatic detection of fields to store, (c) extend 
the framework to other platforms. 
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